Understanding Embedded
Devices in Firmware and OT

Verve Industrial
Protection

Introductions

• 25+ years experience in
ICS/OT engineering…deep
understanding of control
systems and how they work
• Team composed of IT &
OT/ICS engineers and experts

Ron Brash

James Green

Director of
Cybersecurity
Insights & Geek

Director of Field
Services &
Awesomeness

• 10+ years of tech-enabled
assessments of OT
environments
• Software & services to help
clients not only assess, but
also remediate and maintain
security
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Context for today’s webinar
• Embedded devices as they relate to industrial
applications (and IIoT)
• As an asset owner, IT security, or even management, we
want to:
o
o
o
o

Explain why regular IT style decisions don’t apply
Explain the basic components in an embedded system
Explain embedded system terminology for
cybersecurity
Provide security insights on embedded products

• And what we can do about it

• Differences in
vulnerabilities &
how they apply in
OT environments for
embedded systems
• Realities of product
development
• Realities of
remediation
challenges
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The current situation from 35,000 feet
Embedded is everywhere
• Networking equipment, appliances,
and systems within systems
• IACS kit: PLCs, DCS, SIS, PACs, relays,
sensor, and more!
• Energy, manufacturing, pharma,
transportation, buildings….
• And even is beyond physical assets
bolted to walls – pacemakers,
dialysis machines, patient
monitoring etc.

77.5%
CVEs are between
4-8 – problem?

2x10x+

Embedded
devices
outnumber
commodity IT
assets

~5+
years

Embedded
products are
long-lived
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What kinds of embedded devices are in OT/ICS?
Based on performance and functional requirements

Distributed

Stand-alone

Real-time

Might be fluid – one or the
other, or both

Networked

Other

They may overlap based on
the industry, application,
and/or needs

The timeline of sensationalized embedded
vulnerabilities/events (in OT or general)
2017
Schneider Electric
TRISIS

2010
SIEMENS S7
Stuxnet

2016
Siemens
SIPROTEC
CRASHOVERRIDE

2019
VxWorks
Urgent11

2018
<Everybody*>
Meltdown or
Spectre

And we aren’t counting the many vulnerabilities in common
FOSS components like Busybox, Linux, Glib, libxml, etc

2020
Treck
IP/stack
Ripple20

Aren’t embedded CVEs the same as IT ones?
In IT or traditional application lifecycles – it might look like this (sans the Xs)

Vulnerability
disclosure is released

Fix follows shortly

Organization scans &
identifies assets easily

VM activities are “trickier” in
OT. No fixes, harder to
identify, harder to schedule,
other means to break a device
or process exists, risks are
tolerated/transferred

Organization
schedules and
patches affected
assets

Techno lingo bingo!
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Embedded vs. Commodity
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The differentiators are changing, but the drivers for
hardware & consistent behavior in ICS are NOT changing
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What is an embedded hardware?
It’s a collection of electronics in a neat
package with many components that:

• Specific software to power-on the
device or peripherals

Mfg’
interfaces

Power
circuitry

• And bits/bytes to be sent to chips to
enable functionality, transfer data, or
to execute logic

PCB & chip design

• Require certain drivers and
configurations

UX / Displays

UX Inputs

Serial/USB
etc.

System interconnects/busses

GPU

CPU

Co-Processors

Integrated
features

System interconnects/busses

And all of the hardware/software make
the system an embedded system.
Misc IC’s

Dedicated IO

Storage

External Phys

RAM

What is “firmware”?
Embedded systems have:
• A symbiotic relationship tying hardware to
software, which operate the device
•

And an all-encompassing concept where it
all gets called firmware

Separating out applications (or software)from
full updates is fuzzy!
• And in theory, a single application to update
is less risky than a total firmware update

What kinds of updates can firmware have?

Updates come in two formats usually – the base OS,
and per application
•

•

The vendor often repackages or relies on other
vendors as part of the products supply chain
(software, and hardware)
Previously applications were “baked in” or
contained into the base OS updates

ABC OS
inside

System update

App update

ABC CO’
ISP
Provider update

So what is in firmware and how is it made?
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What is contained in firmware?
Firmware can
be everything,
or a subset (if
we are
referring to
an update)

Storage
Filesystem
Configs

Binaries

Libraries

Loadable
kernel
modules

Services &
daemons

Logs

Keys,
passwords,
hashes, certs

Proprietary
firmware/
blobs

Operating System (OS)
Generic
drivers

Storage
interfaces

Network
connectivity

Memory
MGMT

Bus, IC, and
other feature
MGMT

System
Watchdog

Firewall

Debugging
facilities

Kernel & OS
verfiication

Image loading
functionality

Failover
detection and
recovery

Bootloader
System INIT

System boot
parameters or
variables

Low level
drivers

Platform Microcode
Hardware

Don’t forget –
there is
firmware in
firmware

How is firmware built?
It’s usually a multi-step process….

Toolchain
||
Platform
tools

Source Code

Often called
a
“buildroot”

Compiled
source*

Pre-package

Files ||
Configs

Distributable

Test &
Deploy

How is firmware distributed & validated?
Well not by your Windows Update Service, Apt-get or Appstore….
Product
Development

Packaging

Integrator

Cloud &
Distribution

Internet

Asset
Owner

Hash or
signature
verification?
HAH!

The relationship between products, firmware
and vulnerabilities
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Flaw, vulnerability, both, or neither?
Issue

IsSec
?

A property or an artefact of
construction that results in
non-desirable behavior
IsBad
?

“Bit bucket
in heaven”

Security
vulnerability
disclosed with a
tiny bit of directly
“acknowledgeable
” context

Bug disclosed that
could be used to
affect the security
of the device or
the state of its
operation should
the bug happen to
occur

A vulnerability (from a cyber
perspective) is a flaw that can lead
to something bad happening
“security wise”
The presence of a
vulnerability/issue does not mean
exploitability
Could a bug affect security under
what conditions?
In the product, the way it was
implemented, or within an asset
owner environment?

What kinds of vulnerabilities are there?
From a classic perspective, there are seven (7) high-level
vulnerability families:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software vulnerabilities
Hardware vulnerabilities
Network and communications vulnerabilities
Logic and configuration-based vulnerabilities
Physical vulnerabilities
Organizational vulnerabilities (including deployment
environments)
Personnel-related vulnerabilities

Often combined,
and not mutually
exclusive

Hardest to
find, and often
the most
critical

Ultimately affect the
exploitability or (risk
exposure) of an affected asset
or piece of software

Can be
intrinsically
linked via
relationships
(e.g., product
development,
configuration,
product
features, etc.)

A few common types of vulnerabilities

Debug Interfaces are left
Web input parsing, CSRFs, backdoor,
insecure components

Proprietary ICS protocol
resulting in unexpected
conditions

Resource consumption

Cleartext transmission of
sensitive secrets

DHCP etc…

Is blame equally distributed in an insecure
environment? Is it weighted? Or is it biased?

ASSET
OWNER

COMPONENT
SUPPLIER

• Which ones are the cause?
• Which ones are the symptoms of a
larger problem?

VULNS

OEM

• Which ones can help improve security?

MISC “BAD
NEWS”

SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING

• Who wears the mud on their faces vs.
who doesn’t?
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In OT, you need more than a single weakness to
result in a meaningful impact
It is born from
the network,
and through
an ICS protocol

It’s usually not as simple as let’s create
malicious malformed packets and get rich

Direct access
is rare

Embedded vulnerabilities can be cyber-physical too

Hardware vulnerabilities are bigger
than those such as Spectre, or Row
Hammer…
BUT have you never heard of errata
in hardware being security related?

Want good examples? Airworthiness Directives
It’s not just Boeing – Rockwell Collins on a
Bombardier CRJ; software, bug, or result of <X>?

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/05/20/202010744/airworthiness-directives-rockwell-collins-inc-flight-managementsystems

But investigation and reduction is complex?
Think VOCAB “Buckets”
• Watchdog, device or component has crashed, likely will reboot
• Interrupts, resource starvation, hang, reboot or crash
• Kernel, module, core functionality, rootkit, execution of code
• Bootloader, load arbitrary software, compromised
• Buses, USB, i2c, SPI, UARTS, things to talk between chips, may
expose data or resource issues
• Update/firmware verification, bad software, tampered device,
bad…
• SD Cards, JTAGS, Serial, may expose files to physical attacks
• ICS protocol, local connectivity, may affect process, protect it

Last, but not least – good news
The presence of a vulnerability does not mean exploitability. Relevancy is affected by:
• Configuration
• Implementation
• Usage

Heartbleed (OpenSSL) Urg11 (VxWorks) Treck TCP/IP Stack

-DOPENSSL_NO_HEARTBEATS

How to assess and protect embedded systems
(with or without vulnerabilities)
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Start with a target
Something
representational,
but also lower risk
initially

Use your favorite
framework(s) and
existing risk info
(e.g., OWASP, 62443)

Gather data via a
variety of means and
methods

YES

Select a candidate

With adequate
support
Has solution

Assess & identify
risks

YES

Risk?

Includes
compensating
controls &
remediation

NO

Consider any
changes to org
policies &
procedures + risk
registrar

Identify solutions
to protect assets

NO

Record decisions,
asset info & vulns

Acknowledge
residual risk &
state
responsibility

Implement
solutions

How are firmware vulnerabilities identified?
Add (un)known
flaws and
supporting info

Probe hardware
if possible

Candidate device is
selected for testing

Aggregate device &
vulnerability state
information

Form hypothesis &
test

Find issues

Alert is released
Discover
summarize
available
information

Add platform,
OS, and BSP info

Report findings

OEM software
and processes

How are vulnerabilities remediated?
Well first, we:
• Make some big assumptions about configs & updates
Then we:
• Investigate options, and identify relevant candidates
• Review their changelogs for language that matches any reported (or
similar) vulnerabilities
• And if any selected updates/changes are recommended, and are not
known to cause further issues, we move to apply it AT the right time

No updates or fixes
Vendor site

But… wait it sounds too easy
CRY

And when we can’t? Use compensating controls
widely & appropriately for defense in depth…
(IC ICS
SA Ad
-2 vis
0- or
29 y
401
)

Attacker presence decreases closer to BCPS, but risk, impact and likelihood of success increase

Key takeaways – it’s not all gloom
Control the environment control the risk

Security is in the details of ownership

Assume vulnerable assets are present and
connectivity is easily obtained. Add controls to
isolate, monitor, and secure these systems by
engineering out the consequence with reality

Signup to disclosure feeds and portals to read the
language of vulnerabilities, updates and change
notes. They can point to documentation not
labeled as security, but to reductions in exposure

Asset/change management is key

CFATS, CSATS & more

Track your assets to know what you do have,
should an advisory be released, or make
educated preventative security decisions based
on the details continually monitored

Test before installation, after installation, and
continue – security is also an ongoing
maintenance activity, and continually degrades
over time

Think ahead & have process

Defense in depth

Network security, monitoring, and
patch/vulnerability management are still no
substitute for lacking or invisible governance,
procedure, training, and adequate preparedness.

Relying device-specific controls, or local
segmentation isn’t enough. Physical controls, run
keys, securing the Windows machines, user
accounts, access controls, and OEM applications –
all need to be secured

Thank You
rbrash@verveindustrial.com

www.verveindustrial.com

